
Call Center Procedures to route calls from Outside MD to ONS Physicians 
(and PAs) 

 
1. When ONS MD is in the office or in Surgery: 

a. NON urgent calls: 
1. Agent will find out if the inquiry can wait until MD is available and will send a QLIQ 

and flag. 
 

b. URGENT calls: 
1. Agent will get the caller’s name and patient name.  
2. Agent will call MD’s cell phone # (call will appear on MD’s phone as 1145) and tell 

ONS MD who’s calling them, the patient name, and complete call transfer to MD’s 
cell phone. 

3. If MD does not respond, agent will ask the caller if they wish to speak with On-Call 
MD and then proceed with call transfer to On-Call MD’s cell phone. 

 
2. When MD is OFF: 

a. NON Urgent calls: 
1. Agent will find out if the inquiry can wait until MD returns. 
2. If caller can wait for MD to return to office, the agent sends a Qliq message and flag 

to the MD. 
3. If caller cannot wait, the agent follows the “Urgent calls” procedure below. 

 
b. URGENT calls: 

1. The agent obtains the caller’s name and patient name. Agent explains that the MD 
is off and that the caller will be transferred to the On-Call MD. 

2. Agent calls On-call MD’s cell phone # and tells the MD who’s calling and completes 
the call transfer to On-Call MD’s phone. 

3. If On-Call MD is in surgery or does not respond, the agent asks the caller if they 
wish to speak with the office PA.  The agent proceeds with call transfer to the On-
Call PA’s cell phone. 

 

Hospital calls for an ONS Physicians: 
 Agent determine the nature of the call. Note: All ER calls should be transferred to ON-Call MD. 

 Calls from Hospital Floor – Agent advises the caller to contact the PA at the Hospital and 
offers to transfer the call.  

 Calls requesting an MD Consult should be transferred to the ON-Call MD cell phone, same as 
with Urgent calls. 

 

Patient Calls After-Hours (5-5:30pm) 
 

If a call is for clinical staff, the agent will advise the following:  
1. “Clinical staff is unavailable at this time, I can take a message to be handled next business 

day.”  
2. The agent sends a phone note to triage. 

 
If the call is URGENT (post op, etc):   

1. The agent takes the caller’s name/patient name. Agent calls the On-call PA’s cell number 
and introduces call before transferring. 
 

 


